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1. 
This invention relates to improvements in a 

mounting and mounting assembly for adhesived 
articles, and more particularly to a mounting ar 
rangement for articles -carrying an adhesive sur 
face of the character tilat adheres on contact, 
the invention being highly desirable for use in 
connection with the mounting of corn, callus and 
bunion pads, although the invention will have 
other uses and purposes and may be used for 
mounting other adhesived articles, as will be ap 
parent to one skilled in the art. 
In the past, many and various types of mount 

ings for adhesived articles have been developed, 
with the objects in mind of maintaining the ad 
hesived surface of the articles in good condition 
until the articles were used, and with making it 
easy for a user to remove an article from a 
mounting member. One form of mounting mem 
ber previously developed embodied a corrugated 
paper, with the corrugations or flutes therein a 
running transversely to the paper stock and par 
allel to each other. The adhesived article Was 
placed upon the ridges of the flutes, and it was 
alleged that when the paper was stretched so as 
to flatten it out and eliminate the flutes or cor- : 
'rugations, the article would be released. Such a 
device afforded no protection for the adhesived 
Surface of the article, but left the rinajor portion 
of that surface exposed to the air. Objection 
able difficulty would be experienced for such a 
device of that character in properly placing the 
adhesived articles, especially if these articles were 
in the nature of corn or callus pads, upon the 
mounting member in such manner as to be easily 
renoved. Again, if the entire mounting assembly 3 
was accidentally squeezed, the corrugations 
would be flattened, the adhesived articles set 
tightly to flattened or semi-flattened corruga 
tions and it would be exceedingly difficult to re 
move the articles. 
With the foregoing in mind, it is an object of 

the instant invention to provide an economical 
mounting member for corn, callus and bunion 
pads or other adhesived surfaced articles which 
not only protects the adhesived surface of the air 
ticle, but permits a relatively easy removal of 
the article from the mounting member. 
Ancther object of the invention is the provi 

sicn of a mounting member for articles having 
an adhesived surface thereon, which mounting 
member comprises a relatively unstretchabie and 
irregularly crinkled sheet of material. 
A further object of the invention resides in 

the provision of a mounting member for articles 
having adhesived surfaces, comprising a sheet of 
*relatively stiff irregularly crinkled paper. 

Still another object of the invention resides in 
ithe provision of a mounting member for adhe 
sive surfaced articles, which mounting member 
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tively stiff, and unstretchable, and irregularly 
corrugated so that the article when placed upon 
the inorinting member by virtue of the adhesived 
surface on the article, vill be in contact as to 
positive adherence only with the high spots on 
the aounting member. 
A further object of the invention resides in 

the provision of a mounting assembly for corn, 
callus or bunion pads and similar adhesively-sur 
faced articles, including an irregularly crinkled 
piece of parchment-like material, with or with 
out a glazy surface, with the articles attached to 
the mounting member by virtue of the adhesived 
surfaces and with the adhesived surfaces con 
tacting only the high spots on the mounting 
member insofar as positive adherence is con 
Ceiriled. 

It is a still further object of the invention to 
provide a mounting assembly for adhesively sur 
faced articles such as corn, callus or bunion pads 
and the like, which includes an irregularly crin 
kled piece of relatively unstretchable paper, with 
an article attached thereto by virtue of the ad 
hesived surface, the outer marginal portion of 
the adhesived surface being pressed into inti 
mate contact with the mounting member, leav 
ing the interior portion of the adhesived Surface 
in a relatively free state. 

It is also a feature of this invention to provide 
a mounting assembly for corn, callus or bunion 
pads and the like, which pads have an adhesived 
surface of the character that adheres on contact, 
including a mounting member of irregularly 
crinkled vegetable parchment having a glazy 
surface to which the articles are attached in such 
manner that the adhesived surface of each arti 
cle has positive adherence only with the high 
spots on the mounting member. 
While some of the more salient features, char 

acteristics and advantages of the instant inven 
tion have been above pointed out, others will 
become apparent from the following disclosures, 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawing, in which: 
Figure 1 is a fragmentary top plan view of a 

mounting assembly embodying principles of the 
instant invention; 
Figure 2 is an enlarged vertical sectional view 

taken longitudinally through one of the pads and 
the mounting member of Figure 1; and Figure 3 is a fragmentary exaggerated showing 
of the left-hand portion of the structure of Fig 
ure 2. 
As shown on the drawing: 
In the illustrated embodiment of the instant 

invention, the mounting member, for purposes of 
clarity, has been illustrated in a greatly exag 
gerated manner, especially as to the thickness of 

may be a sheet of parchment-like paper, rela-60 the member. It is preferable, that this mem 
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ber be only of the thickness of a piece of rea 
Sonably stiff paper stock. 
In the illustrated embodiment of the invention 

there is shown a mounting member, generally 
indicated by numeral , which comprises a sheet 
of material irregularly crinkled as indicated at 
2, and preferably relatively unstretchable. A 
satisfactory example of the material that may 
be used is a vegetable parchment including a 
body 3 having a glazy Surface, as exaggeratedly 
indicated at 4, which glazy Surface may be on 
both sides of the material, if so desired. It will 
be understood, of course, that other forms of 
material besides vegetable parchment may be 
used, a parchment-like material being preferable 
by virtue of the ready glaze obtainable on the 
surface. It is further preferable that the mount 
ing member be sufficiently stiff so that a pull or 
force exerted upon the material substantially in 
the plane of the material and equal to a force 
capable of being urged by the average human 
being with his thumbs and fingers, will not be 
Sufficient to flatten the crinkles in the material. 
In other words, taking hold of the sheet of ma 
terial With both hands at spaced points, and 
exerting a pull upon the material would not 
tend to release or loosen an article adhesively 
attached to the material. Using a paper of the 
character of vegetable parchment or equivalent 
Substances, provides an extremely economical 
backing member, and one that may be readily 
cut into any desired size. In addition, such a 
paper would be sufficiently tough to resist ac 
cidental tearing in most instances. 
The crinkles 2 are preferably of Sufficient 

height to be readily noticeable by even the most 
Casual observer, and to provide depressed spaces 
therebetween. These crinkles are also irregular, 
that is they run haphazardly in substantially 
any direction and need not have any particular 
pattern relatively to either axis of the sheet of 
material. 
In making a mounting assembly, a backing 

member, such as the backing member , may be 
cut to a desired size, and a plurality of articles 
each having an adhesived surface of the char 
acter that adheres on contact, may be adhesively 
Stuck upon the backing or mounting member. 
This provides an easy method of packaging the 
adhesive surfaced articles for sale since the en 
tire assembly may be very readily encased in a 
Suitable folder or box to provide a pleasing 
packet for the ultimate consumer. 

In the illustrated instance, a plurality of corn 
or callus pads generally indicated by numeral 5 
are shown attached to the mounting member . 
With reference more particularly to Figures 2 
and 3 it will be seen that in the illustrated in 
stance each of the pads 5 is substantially oval 
in Shape and includes one or more layers of 
cushioning material 6, centrally apertured as in 
dicated at to provide an opening for the re 
ception of a corn, callus, bunion or the like. 
Over the major portion of the cushioning part 
6 and Over the entire aperture 7 a suitable cover 
piece 8 is disposed which may be of soft felt-like 
material, or a waterproof material as may most 
be desired. The cushioning portion 6 is provided 
On its under face with an adhesive surface 9, 
which may be adhesive of a character of zinc 
Oxide, and which adheres on contact with some 
other body. The degree of adherence, of course, 
is determined to some extent on the amount of 
pressure used when applying the pads to some 
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4. 
other body, either a mounting part, or to the 
human body. 
In the instance of the mounting member , 

each part is preferably placed upon the mount 
ing member with a reasonably gentle pressure so 
that the adhesived surface 9 only adheres to the 
high spots on the mounting member defined by 
the crinkles 2, as seen more clearly in Figure 3. 
Between the adherence at the high spots, there 
will be regions perhaps of contact with extremely 
light adherence, or regions where the adhesived 
Surface actually fails to touch the mounting 
member, as indicated at 0 in Figure 3. It is 
preferable that positive adherence occurs only 
on the high spots of the mounting member. 

It may be desirable, in Some instances, in or 
der to better preserve the adhesived surface 9 
in the event it is not contemplated that the pad 
be removed and used for a length of time, and 
this may readily be accomplished with the pres 
ent invention. It is a simple expedient in ap 
plying the pad to the mounting member to pro 
vide a definite pressure around the margin of 
the pad, and such pressure may also be around 
the inner margin of the cushioning material. 
If applied in this manner, the pad will positively 
adhere to the mounting member throughout its 
entire marginal portion, as indicated at and 2 
in Figure 3, with the interior portion of the ad 
hesived member either out of contact with the 
backing member or adhering only very lightly 
to the backing member. Thus, this interior por 
tion of the adhesived surface is Sealed off from 
the Surrounding air and should remain in its 
original condition for a considerable length of 
time. 
With positive adherence only at the high spots 

of the mounting member, and even With the con 
tinuous marginal contact just above described, 
it is relatively a simple operation to remove a 
pad from the mounting member. It is only 
necessary to insert a fingernail adjacent the edge 
of the pad, and lift it from the mounting mem 
ber. With a glazy Surface such as a parchment 
like material provides, there should be no trace 
of the former presence of the pad after it has 
been removed. 

It will be understood that various adhesively 
Surfaced articles, and corn, callus and bunion 
pads of various types, sizes, shapes and construc 
tion, may be utilized with the mounting member 
herein set forth. It will further be appreciated 
that not only the mounting member, but the en 
tire assembly of mounting member and pad or 
other article is extremely economical, both as to 
Original cost, and as to the labor incurred in for 
mulating the assembly. Further, the adhesived 
Surface of the pad or other article is protected by 
the mounting member to substantially a full ex 
tent, even though there may be light adhesion or 
no adhesion between the surface of the mounting 
member throughout the major portion of the 
Surface. This protection will obviously be greater 
than that provided by the commonly known 
Crinoline backing for adhesively surfaced articles, 
and the pad is easier to remove than from most 
of the backing or mounting members used here 
tofore. 

It will, of course, be understood that various 
details of construction may be varied through a 
Wide range without departing from the principles 
of this invention and it is, therefore, not the pur 
pose to limit the patent granted hereon otherwise 
than necessitated by the scope of the appended 
claim, 
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I claim as follows: 
In combination, a sheet of relatively unstretch 

able and irregularly crinkled paper-like material 
having a glazed surface, and a surgical pad carry 
ing a pressure sensitive adhesive with the outer 
marginal edge of the adhesive in continuous con 
tact with the irregular surface of said sheet there 
around to preserve and keep sanitary all the ad 
hesive, and with the remainder of the adhesive 
adhering only to the high spots of said sheet. 

WILLIAM M. SCHOIL. 
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